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The PiNCH OF SALT collection

 

As part of its ongoing commitment to the encouragement of read-
ing and teaching innovation, Anaya presents the PiNCH OF SALT collec-
tion as a response to the new challenges of the education system. Intended 
for Primary Education, the collection combines literature with contents 
from different curriculum subjects. Each book handles these contents via 
a fictional story with a captivating and fun plot, using language appropri-
ate for the age of the readers. The attractively designed and generously il-
lustrated books are accompanied by ten work cards with proposed activi-
ties that may be completed individually or in groups, either at home or in 
the classroom.

The author, Ana Alonso, is a writer, poet and teacher, with a long 
literary background. In recent years she has published numerous books 
for children and young adults, including the prestigious series La llave del 
tiempo (The Key of Time) and Versos piratas, piratas en verso (Pirate Verses, 
Pirates in Verse), in Anaya, and she has received important awards, includ-
ing the Hiperión poetry prize and the Barco de Vapor children’s literature 
award.

The PiNCH OF SALT Reading Plan offers a new focus, based on the 
most recent studies on the acquisition of reading habits at an early age, as 
well as on the experience of numerous teachers. Thought-provoking and 
stimulating (with dramatisations and complementary materials written by 
the author herself), it has been carefully designed to encourage reading 
efficiently at all levels of Primary Education.

We hope that both pupils and teachers will find in these books the 
‘pinch of salt’ necessary to stimulate creativity and add excitement to our 
daily routine.
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The PiNCH OF SALT materials    

For pupils

The reading book
Th rough a humorous recreation of the 
Fearless John tale, pupils of the First Cy-
cle of Primary Education will be able to 
think about the importance of mammals 
in their own natural habitat and the 
need to value and respect animals. At 
the same time, they will consolidate their 
reading habits, acquiring new vocabulary 
and a better understanding of written 
language.

The work cards
Th e book includes ten work cards in col-
our that will allow pupils to complete ac-
tivities, inside and outside the classroom.

Th ese activities are intended to comple-
ment their reading and reinforce the cur-
riculum contents covered in the story, as 
well as to cover the specifi c needs of each 
pupil. Th e postcard included at the end of 
the book can be used to write to the au-
thor (preferences, suggestions...), and it 
will also serve the teacher as an assess-
ment activity.

10

Contents

Endangered mammals

Activities

Extension: 1 and 2

Skills

Reading

Writing

Speaking

Thinking and making connections

1 In the old days, fishermen used to kill many whales  
to use their meat and blubber. Today, their hunt is 
prohibited in nearly every country. Why do you think  
it is prohibited? Circle the answer that you  
think is correct.

 a) Because people like whales.

b)  Because whale meat is bad for our health.

c)  Because there are few, and if people continue to hunt 
them, they could become extinct.

d)  Because they help eliminate sea pollution.

© Grupo Anaya

Contents

Endangered mammals

Extension: 1 and 2

prohibited in nearly every country. Why do you think 
it is prohibited? Circle the answer that you 

Name:  

2 a) Listen and write two examples of each type of mammal:

 Herbivores , 

Carnivores , 

Omnivores , 

b)  Draw a  
herbivore  
mammal inside  
the rectangle.

,

Omnivores

Draw a 
herbivore 
mammal
the rectangle.

Contents

What do mammals eat?

Domestic and wild 
animals

Activities

Consolidation: 1 and 2

Interdisciplinary  
with Art: 2

Skills

Writing

Listening

Learning to learn1

1 From the following mammals, circle in red the ones 
that are domestic, and circle in green the ones that are 
wild.

© Grupo Anaya
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The Teacher’s Book
Th e Teacher’s Book proposes a method-
ology and a number of strategies to help 
teachers make the most of the reading of 
the book and the work card activities, by 
off ering guidelines for their use, organ-
ised in practical tables. It also contains 
other complementary materials (drama-
tisations, versifi ed summaries and a vo-
cabulary list).

The Biblionauts
Th ey are the four characters who will ac-
company children in their jouney into books, 
while helping teachers deal with motiva-
tion towards reading in an original and fun 
way. Th is will be achieved either through the 
dramatisations included in this Teacher’s 
Book, or through their own improvisations. 

The audio CD
Th e book includes an audio CD that con-
tains the recording of all the chapters. 
By listening to the text, read by a native 
teacher, the students will be able to work 
on their word pronunciation and verify 
their listening comprehension skills.

For the teacher

Th ey are the four characters who will ac-Th ey are the four characters who will ac-
company children in their jouney into books, company children in their jouney into books, 
while helping teachers deal with motiva-while helping teachers deal with motiva-

The BiblionautsThe Biblionauts

 that con- that con-
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About the ‘Pinch’ teaching materials

Teaching suggestions
•	 Key competences

•	 Area objectives

•	 Curriculum contents

•	 Methodology

•	 Using the work cards 

•	 Values in the book

•	 Assessment activity

The audio CD

VocabularyDramatisations

11

2 Area objectives

Objectives in Science for the 1st and 2nd 
years of Primary Education
•	 Identify the main elements of their natural environment, from the near-

est to the furthest ones. 

•	 Identify the main elements of the natural environment in their region 
(landscape, weather phenomena, and most common animals and 
plants).

•	 Get started in the guided observation of the main elements of their nat-
ural environment.

•	 Get started in collecting information about their natural environment.

•	 Take part in the preservation and improvement of the environment: 
keep their surroundings clean, take care of material objects (both per-
sonal and shared with others), and respect animals and plants.

•	 Chronologically order some relevant facts of their personal lives by us-
ing the basic time units: hour, day, month and year. Be aware of the evo-
lution that, over time, takes place in some aspects of their lives (body 
changes, clothing, school, games, holidays, etc.).

•	 Use the temporal notions that express duration, succession and simulta-
neity, and observe the most noticeable manifestations of these changes. 

•	 Show their ability to observe and use the senses to identify object shapes 
and sizes, and to differentiate between living and non-living beings, rec-
ognising their basic functions and going beyond the preconception that 
identifies living beings with everything that moves. 

years of Primary Educationyears of Primary Education
•	•	 Identify the main elements of their natural environment, from the near

Identify the main elements of the natural environment in their region 
(landscape, weather phenomena, and most common animals and 

Get started in the guided observation of the main elements of their nat

Get started in collecting information about their natural environment.

Take part in the preservation and improvement of the environment: 
keep their surroundings clean, take care of material objects (both per
sonal and shared with others), and respect animals and plants.

Chronologically order some relevant facts of their personal lives by us

22

Types of activities performed using the work cards

After school activities Card 8: activities 1 and 2

Complementary activities

Card 3: activities 1 and 2

Card 4: activities 2 and 3

Card 7: activity 2

Consolidation activities

Card 1: activities 1 and 2

Card 2: activities 1 and 2

Card 5: activities 1 to 4

Card 6: activities 1 and 2

Extension activities

Card 4: activity 1

Card 6: activity 3

Card 7: activity 1

Card 10: activities 1 and 2

In group activities

Card 3: activity 2

Card 9: activities 1 to 3

Interdisciplinary actvities with Art

Card 1: activity 2

Card 3: activities 1 and 2

Card 9: activity 3

Interdisciplinary actvities with English

Card 6: activity 3

Card 7: activities 1 and 2
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ing the basic time units: hour, day, month and year. Be aware of the evo-
lution that, over time, takes place in some aspects of their lives (body 

Use the temporal notions that express duration, succession and simulta-
neity, and observe the most noticeable manifestations of these changes. 

Show their ability to observe and use the senses to identify object shapes 
and sizes, and to differentiate between living and non-living beings, rec-
ognising their basic functions and going beyond the preconception that 

ing the basic time units: hour, day, month and year. Be aware of the evo
lution that, over time, takes place in some aspects of their lives (body 

Use the temporal notions that express duration, succession and simulta
neity, and observe the most noticeable manifestations of these changes. 

Show their ability to observe and use the senses to identify object shapes 
and sizes, and to differentiate between living and non-living beings, rec
ognising their basic functions and going beyond the preconception that 
identifies living beings with everything that moves. 

Card 7: activity 2Card 7: activity 2

Card 1: activities 1 and 2Card 1: activities 1 and 2

Card 2: activities 1 and 2Card 2: activities 1 and 2

Card 5: activities 1 to 4Card 5: activities 1 to 4

Card 6: activities 1 and 2Card 6: activities 1 and 2

Card 4: activity 1Card 4: activity 1

Card 6: activity 3Card 6: activity 3

Card 7: activity 1Card 7: activity 1

Card 10: activities 1 and 2Card 10: activities 1 and 2

Card 3: activity 2Card 3: activity 2

Card 9: activities 1 to 3Card 9: activities 1 to 3

Card 1: activity 2Card 1: activity 2

Card 3: activities 1 and 2Card 3: activities 1 and 2

Card 9: activity 3Card 9: activity 3

Card 6: activity 3Card 6: activity 3

Card 7: activities 1 and 2Card 7: activities 1 and 2
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3 Curriculum contents

Contents of Science (1st year)
•	 Pollution and environmental care.

•	 Identification and classification of living beings and their main charac-
teristics.

•	 Mammals.

•	 Domestic and wild mammals.

•	 Animal care.

Contents of Science (2nd year)
•	 Correct and incorrect actions to look after the environment.

•	 Defending nature.

•	 Mammals: characteristics.

•	 Domestic and wild mammals.

•	 Herbivorous animals. 

•	 Carnivorous animals.

•	 Omnivorous animals

•	 Animals: winter lethargy and shelter.

29

Dramatisations

Th e following texts are meant to be an orientative guide that teach-
ers can modify, expand or reduce, depending on their students’ needs.

Dramatisation previous to the reading
LUNILA: Come on, Pinch… You’re late again! We were waiting for you…

PINCH: Oh, hello… Are you going anywhere? It’s because I was think-
ing that today I don’t feel like travelling. I’m going to stay at home 
watching tv.

LUNILA: Are you serious, Pinch? Well, you’re going to miss something in-
teresting. Precisely today, we are going to travel into a book about a 
topic that you love.

PINCH: A topic that I love? Well I don’t know what it can be… Salty food?

LUNILA: No, it’s not about salty food. Look at the book cover. Let’s see if 
you can guess…

PINCH: Well… let me see… Oh, I know: it’s about the circus!

LUNILA: (Looking at the children) Do you think it’s about the circus?

 (Th e children answer).

LUNILA: Yes, it’s true, it could be, but it’s about something else… What is 
it?

 (Th e children answer).

PINCH: About animals, you say? What kind of animals? Let me see… What 
did you say? (A child answers). About elephants, you say? By the 
way, your name is…

 (Th e child answers).

PINCH: Ah, well pleased to meet you. My name is PINCH. Th ey call me 
that because I’m very tasty. It’s logical, because I’m a salt cellar… 

40

Kapek’s vocabulary

Bow: a weapon for shooting arrows.

Cowshed: a place where cows live.

Fur: the hair on some mammals.

Herd: a group of sheep or cows.

Kingdom: a country with a king or queen.

Law: a rule one must follow in a country.

Lungs: respiratory organs of mammals and other terrestrial animals.

Mice: the plural of mouse.

Pigpen: a place where pigs live.

Sheepfold: a place where sheep live.

Spear: a long weapon with a pointed end.

Tusk: a long tooth in the elephant.

Warrior: a person who fi ghts in war.

Weapon: an instrument used in war. 

Pond: a natural pool of water.

Spell: a magical formula.
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Teaching suggestions

1 Key competences

Th e following key competences can be worked on using Fearless Jane:

Linguistic and communicative
•	 Read and understand a simple informative text.

•	 Adequately express thoughts, ideas and emotions.

•	 Read, understand and interpret instructions.

•	 Acquire vocabulary about mammals.

•	 Obtain and interpret information.

•	 Listen, express themselves and dialogue with others.

Knowledge of the physical world 
and interaction with it
•	 Show attitudes of respect towards others and oneself.

•	 Contribute to preserving a pleasant and healthy physical environment.

•	 Make observations. 

•	 Obtain and interpret information about the physical world that sur-
rounds them.

eaching suggestions
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•	 Value the importance of preserving the environment.

•	 Highlight the importance of preserving the animals’ habitat. 

Mathematical
•	 Use double entry charts to practise the concepts that have been learnt.

•	 Put reasoning processes into practice.

information and communication 
technologies (iCT)
•	 Get started in the use of computers.

Social and civil
•	 Become aware of feelings and emotions in interactions with others.

•	 Accept rules for coexistence.

•	 Use language as a tool for coexistence, respect and understanding.

•	 Understand the social environment we live in.

•	 Develop some responsible behaviour patterns.

•	 Develop attitudes for dialogue and conflict resolution.

Learning to learn
•	 Verbalise the learning process: reflect on what has been learnt and how.

Personal autonomy and initiative
•	 Develop social abilities such as respect towards others, cooperation and 

teamwork. 

•	 Use language as a way to represent the world.

•	 Use language to choose between two options according to their own cri-
teria.

•	 Foster creativity through the use of language.

•	 Express tastes and preferences.
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2 Area objectives

Objectives in Science for the 1st and 2nd 
years of Primary Education
•	 Identify the main elements of their natural environment, from the near-

est to the furthest ones. 

•	 Identify the main elements of the natural environment in their region 
(landscape, weather phenomena, and most common animals and 
plants).

•	 Get started in the guided observation of the main elements of their nat-
ural environment.

•	 Get started in collecting information about their natural environment.

•	 Take part in the preservation and improvement of the environment: 
keep their surroundings clean, take care of material objects (both per-
sonal and shared with others), and respect animals and plants.

•	 Chronologically order some relevant facts of their personal lives by us-
ing the basic time units: hour, day, month and year. Be aware of the evo-
lution that, over time, takes place in some aspects of their lives (body 
changes, clothing, school, games, holidays, etc.).

•	 Use the temporal notions that express duration, succession and simulta-
neity, and observe the most noticeable manifestations of these changes. 

•	 Show their ability to observe and use the senses to identify object shapes 
and sizes, and to differentiate between living and non-living beings, rec-
ognising their basic functions and going beyond the preconception that 
identifies living beings with everything that moves. 
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Objectives in English as a Foreign Language for 
the 1st and 2nd years of Primary Educaction
•	 Identify and correctly represent the orders and expressions being studied.

•	 Acknowledge the importance of respecting others.

•	 Become aware of gender equality when it comes to carrying out school 
and home tasks.

•	 Value their friends’ company in the English class.

•	 Classify words into very simple categories.

•	 Name some animals, represent their actions and become aware of their 
need for protection.

•	 Identify some sports and healthy activities.

•	 Name some toys and objects of everyday use, and make a reasonable 
choice of them for Christmas and their own birthday.

•	 Value the importance of communicating in a foreign language and en-
joy doing so.

•	 Identify and name some of their own and other people’s feelings, and 
progressively learn to value their impotance. 

•	 Respect the customs and traditions of children from other cultures.

•	 Show their ability to understand the vocabulary being studied, by using 
physical responses, gestures and expressions. 

•	 Evoke actions to learn and practise new expressions.

•	 Show interest in learning a foreign language, showing a receptive and 
confident attitude about their ability to learn the language.

•	 Learn a song in English and its dramatisation.

•	 Respect the rules for coexistence in the classroom, thanking, sharing, etc.

•	 Value the importance of teamwork and learning from others.

•	 Take part in group activities.

•	 Value the importance of taking care of both their school and their natu-
ral environment.

•	 Show interest in trying different foods and naming them.
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3 Curriculum contents

Contents of Science (1st year)
•	 Pollution and environmental care.

•	 Identification and classification of living beings and their main charac-
teristics.

•	 Mammals.

•	 Domestic and wild mammals.

•	 Animal care.

Contents of Science (2nd year)
•	 Correct and incorrect actions to look after the environment.

•	 Defending nature.

•	 Mammals: characteristics.

•	 Domestic and wild mammals.

•	 Herbivorous animals. 

•	 Carnivorous animals.

•	 Omnivorous animals

•	 Animals: winter lethargy and shelter.
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4 Methodology

introduction
The objective of the PiNCH OF SALT Reading Plan is to present the 

reading of each book as a game. For this purpose, we have created some 
characters, The Biblionauts, who travel into books, making their reading 
a fun and stimulating adventure. The teacher’s role is to bring these char-
acters to life with the puppets included with this Teacher’s Book, and to 
use them as a way to encourage children to read. The goal with our stu-
dents will be to avoid their rejecting the effort required to overcome the 
predictable challenges, such as finding new vocabulary or the lack of read-
ing fluency. 

Each of The Biblionauts has their own well-defined personality, 
which we can outline as follows:

Pinch: A smily and playful salt cellar. Pinch always pretends to be absent-
minded to provoke the intervention of the rest of the characters, and create 
some funny situations. Also, with his special wit, Pinch always has a poem 
to recite.

Captain Lunila: She is the boss in the spaceship, and has the role to medi-
ate and reconduct the situations that take place among the other charac-
ters.

Magnus: He is a very learned library mouse who tries to answer the ques-
tions posed by the other characters.

Kapek: He is the robot of the spaceship. A very perfectionist character 
who interprets every word literally. He is in charge of presenting the vo-
cabulary to the children. 

Some guidelines are provided below regarding how to approach 
reading, as well as on how to make the most of the complementary ma-
terials after reading the book. Teachers can adapt them to their teaching 
practice where they feel this to be necessary, since they are the ones who 
have the most knowledge of the educational requirements of their pupils.
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Before reading: Previous dramatisation
Before starting to read Fearless Jane, the teacher can perform the 

previous dramatisation text using ‘the Biblionauts’ puppets. This text has 
been conceived to encourage pupils to face reading as if it were a journey, 
that is, a fun and surprising experience. The idea is to try to overcome the 
prejudices that lead some children from a very young age to reject reading 
as a boring and mechanical school task.

The ‘previous dramatisation’ text is for guidance only.  The educa-
tor can make it shorter or longer, taking into account their students’ reac-
tions, as the idea is to turn it into an interactive text. Some similar texts 
can also be invented or improvised, depending on the time and resources 
available. 

Another option is to invite students themselves to bring ‘the Biblio-
nauts’ to life, by adapting the dramatisation so that they can later perform 
it, or letting them improvise after giving them some general guidelines 
about the characters. We should remember that: Captain Lunila is the 
boss of the group and therefore, the one who always reminds the others 
what they should do at every moment. Kapek, the robot, has a very good 
memory, but he is very stubborn and perfectionist. Magnus, the mouse, 
relates the contents from the book to his previous knowledge, and final-
ly, Pinch who lends his funny touch to the dialogues, with his constant  
absent-mindedness.

During reading: Two possible alternatives
Once ‘the Biblionauts’ have prepared the pupils to immerse them-

selves in the book, it is time to begin reading it. There are two ways of ap-
proaching the reading, depending on the time available and the educa-
tional use that the teacher wishes to give the text:

Reading in the classroom: The book can be read directly in class, 
using three or four forty-five minute sessions for this. To encourage the 
pupils to acquire a habit of reading, the best way would be to combine four 
strategies during these sessions:

•	 Reading aloud by the pupils, to foster reading fluency and work on in-
tonation.
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•	 Reading aloud by the teacher, in the form of story-telling.

•	 Listening to the audio CD.

•	 Silent reading.

During these reading sessions, teachers can use ‘the Biblionauts’ 
puppets to say whose turn it is to speak, ask and answer questions on the 
text or make fun observations. This task can also be delegated to some of 
the pupils (a different group in each session). In addition, the materials 
and resources included in this Teacher’s Book may be used to work on 
those aspects of the Science curriculum that appear in the text and to re-
solve doubts regarding vocabulary.

individual reading at home: After presenting the book in class, 
the teacher can recommend that the pupils read it as a complementary ac-
tivity to be performed at home. This will encourage the habit of continued 
reading, the incorporation of reading in the leisure activities of the pupils 
and individual responsibility. To support the pupils in this task, it would 
be ideal to give them some photocopies of Kapek’s Vocabulary included 
at the end of this Teacher’s Book, and to monitor the reading process on 
an individual basis by means of informal questions about the book. The 
students will be able to use the audio CD included in the book as a guide to 
overcome their pronunciation problems and to improve their intonation 
and comprehension skills.

A period of one month can be set to finish reading the book, after 
which some of the aspects covered in it can be worked on using the work 
cards. Another alternative is to make the whole activity voluntary, and al-
low pupils to choose which activities included in the teaching resources 
they prefer to perform.

After reading:  
Final dramatisation and work cards

Whether the book is read in class or at home, once the pupils have 
finished reading, the teacher will organise a session of revision and as-
sessment of the pupils’ reading comprehension using for this the text pro-
posed in the ‘final dramatisation’. In this text ‘the Biblionauts’ talk about 
the book in a relaxed way. The idea is to use Pinch’s absent-mindedness as 
a way to encourage students to talk about what they remember about the 
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contents of the book. This way, students are provided with the motivation 
to recall and summarise what has been read without the pressure involved 
in a conventional test or assessment exercise. On the other hand, Pinch’s 
character will provide students with versified summaries of the plot, which 
will help refresh the children’s memory in a playful and attractive way.

The dramatised text is orientative. The same way it happened with 
the ‘previous dramatisation’, the educator may make it longer or shorter, 
or simply use it as an outline and then adapt it to their students’ needs or 
personal preferences. It can also be substituted by an improvisation done 
by either the teacher or the students, always bearing in mind that the goal 
in this part of the Reading Plan is to recapitulate the contents of the book 
in a fun way, and to prepare students to work with these contents, either 
individually or in teams. 

After the ‘dramatisation’, teachers can select the work cards and 
use them as they consider appropriate to do compulsory and voluntary 
activities. In the following section, some indications are given regarding 
the use of these resources.
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5 Using the work cards

Each title of the PiNCH OF SALT series is accompanied by ten 
work cards with various activities that allow pupils to work on the contents 
of the book either in class or at home. Furthermore, each card includes 
information on the curriculum content, the competences and the types 
of activities that can be worked on. The activities are designed to cover a 
wide range of uses, and, depending on the different uses, we have classi-
fied them as follows:

Consolidation activities: To consolidate curriculum contents and 
contribute to a better assimilation of these by pupils. They can also be used 
as assessment activities and as revision activities for pupils who are not 
achieving the stage objectives.

Extension activities: To look at curriculum contents in greater 
depth, or to deal with the special needs of pupils who have already assimi-
lated the basic curriculum contents.

Complementary activities: Extracurricular activities that are 
performed voluntarily, either at school or at home.

After school activities: Extracurricular activities that are per-
formed outside school and which require monitoring by an adult.

in group activities: To form working groups and encourage col-
laboration and task distribution within the group.

interdisciplinary activities: To allow the simultaneous handling 
of curriculum contents from two different areas.

Activities for education in values: Activities of a transversal na-
ture. They are based on the contents of a specific area and at the same time 
allow pupils to work on educational aspects related with the acquisition 
of healthy habits and attitudes of cooperation, integration and solidarity. 
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Structure of the work cards

Stimulating creativity3

Contents

Types of mammals

Activities

Complementary  
and interdisciplinary 
with Art: 1 and 2

In group: 2

Skills

Reading

Speaking

Writing

1 Make a stick puppet.

      •  Draw a chimpanzee on a 
piece of card (you can copy 
the picture from page 38 of 
this book).

      •  Cut the picture out and stick it 
onto a little flat stick, like the 
ones from ice lollies, to make 
a puppet.

      •  Then roleplay with a classmate 
a conversation between your 
puppet and theirs.

© Grupo Anaya

Information on the competences and 
abilities to be worked on.

Information on the contents.

Information on the method of use.

Information on the skills to be practised. 
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Guidelines for using the work cards 
The tables we present below provide at-a-glance information re-

garding the method of use of the work cards, indicating the types of activi-
ties, the competences and the contents that can be worked on with each 
one of the ten cards for the book.

Summary of competences, contents,  
types of activities and English language skills

Card 
number Competences Contents Activities

English 
language 

skills

Card 1 Learning to learn

What do mammals 
eat?

Domestic and wild 
animals

1 and 2: 
Consolidation: 

2: Interdisciplinary 
with Art

Writing
Listening

Card 2
Thinking 

and making 
connections

Types of mammals
Characteristics  

of mammals

1 and 2: 
Consolidation

Writing
Speaking
Listening
Reading

Card 3 Stimulating 
creativity Types of mammals

1 and 2: 
Complementary 

and 
interdisciplinary 

with Art
2: In group

Reading
Speaking
Writing

Card 4 Learning to learn Types of mammals
1: Extension

2 and 3: 
Complementary

Reading
Listening
Speaking
Writing

Card 5
Understanding 

what you have read
Endangered 

mammals
1 to 4: 

Consolidation

Reading
Listening
Writing

Speaking
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Summary of competences, contents,  
types of activities and English language skills

Card 
number Competences Contents Activities

English 
language 

skills

Card 6 Expressing yourself 
in writing Types of mammals

1 and 2: 
Consolidation

3: Extension and 
interdisciplinary 

with English

Writing
Speaking

Card 7 Expressing yourself 
in writing

Endangered 
mammals

Types of mammals

1: Extension
2: Complementary

1 and 2: 
Interdisciplinary 

with English

Writing

Card 8 Learning to learn
Characteristics  

of mammals
Types of animals

1 and 2: After 
school

Reading
Writing

Card 9 Expressing yourself 
in writing

Domestic and wild 
animals

1 to 3: In group
3: Interdisciplinary 

with Art

Speaking
Writing

Card 
10

Thinking 
and making 
connections

Endangered 
mammals 1 and 2: Extension

Reading
Writing

Speaking
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Types of activities performed using the work cards

After school activities Card 8: activities 1 and 2

Complementary activities

Card 3: activities 1 and 2

Card 4: activities 2 and 3

Card 7: activity 2

Consolidation activities

Card 1: activities 1 and 2

Card 2: activities 1 and 2

Card 5: activities 1 to 4

Card 6: activities 1 and 2

Extension activities

Card 4: activity 1

Card 6: activity 3

Card 7: activity 1

Card 10: activities 1 and 2

In group activities

Card 3: activity 2

Card 9: activities 1 to 3

Interdisciplinary actvities with Art

Card 1: activity 2

Card 3: activities 1 and 2

Card 9: activity 3

Interdisciplinary actvities with English

Card 6: activity 3

Card 7: activities 1 and 2
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Competences worked on using the work cards

Searching for information Card 4: activity 2

Observation Card 8: activities 1 and 2

Reading comprehension

Card 4: activity 1

Card 5: activities 1 to 4

Oral expression Card 9: activities 1 and 3

Written expression

Card 6: activities 1 to 3

Card 7: activities 1 and 2

Reasoning and relating concepts

Card 2: activities 1 and 2

Card 10: activities 1 and 2

Applying what has been learnt Card 1: activities 1 and 2

Creativity

Card 1: activity 2

Card 3: activities 1 and 2

Card 6: activity 3

Card 7: activity 2

Card 9: activity 3
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Contents worked on using the work cards

Characteristics of mammals

Card 2: actvities 1 and 2

Card 8: activities 1 and 2

Types of mammals

Card 2: activities 1 to 3

Card 3: activity 2

Card 4: activities 1 to 3

Card 6: activities 1 and 2

Card 7: activity 1

Domestic and wild animals

Card 1: activity 1

Card 9: activities 1 to 3

Endangered mammals

Card 5: activities 1 to 4

Card 7: activities 1 and 2

Card 10: activities 1 and 2

What do mammals eat? Card 1: activity 2

Types of animals Card 8: activities 1 and 2
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Solutions to the PiNCH OF SALT work cards 
(Fearless Jane)

Card 1 1: Domestic: pig, cow and cat. Wild: lion, antelope and wild 
boar. 
2 a): Herbivores: pig and cow. Carnivores: lion and tiger. 
Omnivores: rabbit and crow. 
b): Various answers.

Card 2 1 a): They are similar because both live in the sea. They are 
different because a shark is a fish and a whale is a mammal.  
1 b): They are similar because both have got wings and can fly.  
They are different because a bat is a mammal and a bird is not 
a mammal. 
2: F / T / F / T

Card 3 1 and 2: Various answers.

Card 4 1: Various answers.  
2: Platypuses live in Australia, near rivers and streams of 
water. 
3: Various answers.

Card 5 1: Because people had killed them.  
2: A fairy had turned the castle into a horrible place (a black 
castle).  
3: To throw them to a panther, so that it does not eat the 
warriors.  
4: The warrior had thrown a chicken to it, and elephants do 
not eat meat, so it gets angry.

Card 6 1: Cows, horses, sheep, pigs, panthers, chimpanzees (chimps), 
giraffes, zebras, lions, elephants, gazelles, antelopes, hyenas, 
bats, seals, dolphins, whales (some others are also mentioned, 
although they are not shown in the story). 
2: They are similar because they feed their own milk to their 
babies (they breastfeed their babies), they are viviparous (they 
carry their babies incide until they are born, they do not lay 
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eggs), and their bodies are totally or partially covered with fur 
(except aquatic mammals).  
3: Various answers.

Card 7 1: Whale – intelligent; panda bear – hungry; gorilla – gigantic; 
tiger – fierce. 
2: Various answers.

Card 8 1 and 2: Various answers.

Card 9 1, 2 and 3: Various answers.

Card 10 1: The correct answer is c.    
2: Various answers.
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6 Values in the book

The main values covered in Fearless Jane

Intelectual curiosity 

Striving for excellence

Perseverance  

Bravery

Respect for animals
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Assessment activity

Students will write what they like the most about the book on the 
back of the postcard included in the PiNCH OF SALT work cards.

Ana Alonso

Fearless Jane

Ilustrations by Ester García

© Grupo Anaya
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Dramatisations

Th e following texts are meant to be an orientative guide that teach-
ers can modify, expand or reduce, depending on their students’ needs.

Dramatisation previous to the reading
LUNILA: Come on, Pinch… You’re late again! We were waiting for you…

PINCH: Oh, hello… Are you going anywhere? It’s because I was think-
ing that today I don’t feel like travelling. I’m going to stay at home 
watching tv.

LUNILA: Are you serious, Pinch? Well, you’re going to miss something in-
teresting. Precisely today, we are going to travel into a book about a 
topic that you love.

PINCH: A topic that I love? Well I don’t know what it can be… Salty food?

LUNILA: No, it’s not about salty food. Look at the book cover. Let’s see if 
you can guess…

PINCH: Well… let me see… Oh, I know: it’s about the circus!

LUNILA: (Looking at the children) Do you think it’s about the circus?

 (Th e children answer).

LUNILA: Yes, it’s true, it could be, but it’s about something else… What is 
it?

 (Th e children answer).

PINCH: About animals, you say? What kind of animals? Let me see… What 
did you say? (A child answers). About elephants, you say? By the 
way, your name is…

 (Th e child answers).

PINCH: Ah, well pleased to meet you. My name is PINCH. Th ey call me 
that because I’m very tasty. It’s logical, because I’m a salt cellar… 
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My full name is ‘Pinch of salt’, but, as it is a bit long, my friends just 
call me ‘Pinch’. Isn’t it a beautiful name? And these here are…

MAGNUS: Wait, wait, wait. You always have to be the one who introduces 
everyone else. But this time I want to make the introductions (Look-
ing at the children). Although maybe you already know us… We are 
the Biblionauts. What does that sound like? It sounds similar to…

 (Children’s answers)

LUNILA: Very good, astronauts! And we Biblionauts are similar to astro-
nauts, but a bit different. Because instead of travelling into space, 
we travel into books. And that’s just what we are going to do today!

MAGNUS: Yes, yes, very good, but now it’s my turn to make the introduc-
tions. That’s what we had decided, isn’t it?

LUNILA: Ok, ok. Introduce yourself at once…

MAGNUS:  All right. Hello, children, pleased to meet you. My name is Mag-
nus. I’m a library mouse. Do you know what a library mouse is?

 (Children’s answers)

MAGNUS: A library mouse is a very, very wise mouse. That means I know 
a lot of things. A lot…

LUNILA: Come on, Magnus, stop boasting and continue with the intro-
ductions…

MAGNUS: All right. As I was saying, I am Magnus; this is Captain Lunila, 
and this is Kapek the robot. He will travel with us because he re-
members everything. He has an elephant’s memory…

PINCH: Ah, well that’s perfect! Kapek has an elephant’s memory and we 
are going to travel into a book about elephants. Everything fits!

LUNILA: Wait, Pinch, wait, you’re going too fast. It’s true that the tale is 
about elephants, but it also about other animals. According to my 
maps, there are cows, horses, zebras, chimpanzees and even dol-
phins!

PINCH: And flies? Are there any flies in the story?

LUNILA: No, Pinch, there are no flies. And there aren’t any snails or octo-
puses either. The protagonists of this story are mammals.

PINCH: Ah… now I understand. And which of the animals is called ‘Jane’? 
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Because I’m looking at the book and I see that it’s titled ‘Fearless 
Jane’.

MAGNUS: Maybe the elephant on the cover is not male, but female. A very 
brave female elephant. And that’s why the book is called ‘Fearless 
Jane’ (Self-confident, looking at the children). Don’t you think I’m 
right?

 (Children’s answers)

MAGNUS: No? So you’re saying Jane is not the elephant? And who is Jane?

 (Children’s answers)

LUNILA: Of course. It’s what they’re telling you… Jane is the girl in the pic-
ture, can you see her?

PINCH: You’re right, Captain, you’re right. I knew that all this about Fear-
less Jane sounded familiar to me. It’s a well-known story, isn’t it? 
The one about a girl who pricks herself on a spindle and falls asleep. 
Is it that one?

 (Children’s answers)

PINCH: Ah, yes! It’s true. That’s Sleeping Beauty and not Fearless Jane. 
Then… Jane was that other girl who met a wolf in the forest and 
talked to him. You need to be very brave to talk to a wolf! What? 
What are you saying? You’re saying that’s Little Red Riding Hood? 
Well then I don’t understand… Who was Fearless Jane?

LUNILA: You’re talking about the ‘Fearless Jane’ tale.

KAPEK: The thing is that in the traditional tale, the protagonist is a boy, not 
a girl. And his name is John, not Jane. 

PINCH: Yes, of course I remember. Fearless John and his wonderful el-
ephant, right? (Looking at the children) What? What are you say-
ing? That in the traditional tale there are no elephants? Well, what 
a mess! So if in Fearless John there are no girls or elephants, what is 
there in the story?

LUNILA: (Checking her maps) An enchanted castle. That’s what both tales 
have in common. Well, and some more things, I think… But, to 
know it for sure, the best thing we can do is to travel into this book 
as soon as posible. Are you ready, children? Pinch, you’re staying to 
watch tv, aren’t you?
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PINCH: Me? Watch tv? Are you joking? Do you think I’m going to miss a 
tale about a brave girl, a castle and an elephant? I wouldn’t miss 
that for anything in the world!

LUNILA: (Smiling) I knew you would end up joining us… Well, if we are all 
ready, it’s time for us to start our journey. Are you ready? (Children’s 
answers) Are you sure you’ve got everything ready? Have you all got 
the book? (Children’s answers) Well, in that case, we can start the 
countdown. Come on, let’s all count:

EVERYBODY: Ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, three, two, one, zero… 
Let’s read!!!!

Final dramatisation,  
including ‘Pinch’s verses’
LUNILA: Come on, come on, everybody get back to your positions! It’s time 

to land. Pinch, Kapek, Magnus, are you at your positions? Ready to 
close the book? Then let’s start the countdown. Come on, all togeth-
er:

EVERYBODY: Ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, three, two, one.

LUNILA: Books closed! Let’s see… Is everybody all right? Has anyone got 
hurt? Does anyone feel sick? You look a little sick… you’ll see how 
you will feel much better son. Well, children, how was your jour-
ney? Good? Did you like the story?

 (Children’s answers)

MAGNUS: What did you like the most?

 (Children’s answers)

MAGNUS: And what did you like the least?

 (Children’s answers)

LUNILA: Listen, Pinch, what did you like the most?

PINCH: Well… let me see if I can remember, because I always forget every-
thing. Ah, yes! When Jane threw the chicken to the crocodile. She hit 
it really hard on its head…

MAGNUS: The crocodile? But Pinch…
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KAPEK: In the book there weren’t any crocodiles. Nor snakes, nor any oth-
er reptile.

PINCH: Wait, I may be wrong. Yes, yes, you’re right… Jane didn’t throw the 
roast chicken to a crocodile. She threw it at one one of the arrogant 
warriors, didn’t she? What? What are you saying? That she didn’t?

 (Children’s answers)

PINCH: Well who did she throw it to?

 Ah, you’re right. She threw it to the panther and the panther de-
voured it. And then the warrior wanted to do the same thing, and he 
threw another chicken to a giraffe…

MAGNUS: But what are you talking about?! She didn’t throw it to a giraffe, 
did she?

 (Children’s answers)

MAGNUS: What animal did the warrior throw the chicken to?

EVERYBODY: An elephant!

PINCH: An elephant! Of course, now I remember! But the elephant didn’t 
eat it because of a stomach ache. Isn’t it true? What, are you saying 
the elephant didn’t have a stomach ache?

 (Children’s answers)

PINCH: I don’t understand; well, then, why didn’t it want to eat the chick-
en? Roast chickens are delicious…

 (Children raise their hands and answer one by one)

PINCH: Ah, yes, you’re right. I’m so absent-minded! The elephant is a her-
bivore and doesn’t eat meat. Like lions, they’re herbivores too.

 (Silence to listen to the children’s reactions)

KAPEK: The children are right. Lions aren’t herbivore animals. They are 
carnivores, and they eat other animals that they hunt. 

PINCH: Well, all right, whatever you say. The thing is I don’t know what 
Jane was doing in such a dangerous zoo. Because the animals were 
free to move, and that is always dangerous. Especially with lions. 
But the good thing about that zoo is that I think you didn’t have to 
buy a ticket to get in.
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LUNILA: But why would you need a ticket? It wasn’t a zoo, Pinch. The place 
where those animals where was… you tell him, children.

CHILDREN: A castle!

LUNILA: Very good! An enchanted castle! And Jane had to spend four nights 
in it to break the spell. That way she would solve the castle problem. 
And she wanted to try to do it, and the  so did the three warriors. 

MAGNUS: That’s right. But the three warriors didn’t achieve anything be-
cause they were afraid of the animals in the castle, and they thought 
they were monsters.

PINCH: What a strange thing. Why did the warriors think that the animals 
were monsters? Hadn’t their parents taken  them to the zoo when 
they were little?

LUNILA: No, Pinch. In Nadir, the country where the story takes place, there 
were no zoos. And not only that…

MAGNUS: There weren’t any cows, nor sheep, nor horses… What other 
animals weren’t there, children?

 (The children answer)

PINCH: What? There were none of those animals? How strange… And 
crocodiles? Were there any crocodiles?

LUNILA: There probably were. The only animals that had disappeared 
from the country were mammals.

PINCH: (Thoughtful) Ah. Mammals… And aren’t crocodiles mammals? 

 (Children’s answers)

PINCH: Really? These children are very clever. Let’s see, let’s see, I don’t 
know if I can trust you: Are you sure that crocodiles aren’t mammals?

MAGNUS: The children are right. Crocodiles lay eggs, and they aren’t cov-
ered with hair. Those, among other things.

PINCH: Ok. So in the country of Nadir there were all kinds of animals ex-
cept mammals… (Silence, he remains thoughtful). And why weren’t 
there any mammals? Wait, wait, don’t tell me, I think I remember. 
There were no mammals because… because… a meteorite had fall-
en and had killed them all!

 (Children’s reactions)
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PINCH: So it wasn’t a meteorite. Ok, so what had happened? Why weren’t 
there any mammals?

 (Children’s answers)

MAGNUS: What they’re saying is right, Pinch. First, people used to hunt a 
lot, and that made  a lot of species  migrate to other territories. And 
then a fairy enchanted the country to protect the few mammals that 
were left.

LUNILA: And she put them all in an echanted castle, so that none of them 
would get hurt. 

KAPEK: And then Jane broke the spell. And everything went back to the 
way it was at the beginning.

LUNILA: No, Kapek. Not exactly the way it was at the beginning, because 
the fairy asked Jane to proctect the mammals. And Jane told the 
king about it, and the king promised to pass laws so that no one 
could hurt them.

PIZCA: I see. And then Jane got married with one of the arrogant warriors, 
and they lived happily ever after…

MAGNUS: (Sighing) Wait, wait, wait. What are you saying about her getting 
married with one of the warriors. That’s completely wrong. Isn’t it 
children? (The children answer) 

PINCH: (Offended) Is it wrong? Well, who did she get married with then?

 (Children’s answers)

PINCH: (Confused) Ah, with the prince? In any case, she was a bit too 
young to get married…

MAGNUS: She didn’t get married immediately after leaving the castle. She 
had to wait to become an adult. Oh, Pinch, you don’t understand 
anything…

PINCH: It’s not true. I do understand everything. And I can remember 
many things. For example, that part that’s so funny when Jane 
teaches the chimps how to play video games… What? Weren’t they 
video games?

LUNILA: She didn’t teach them to play video games, she played some mu-
sic to them. 
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PINCH: You’re right. She played… ‘Incy wincy spider’ to them. And the 
chimps danced to the music.

LUNILA: ‘Incy wincy spider’? No, Pinch; she played some beautiful music, 
but not that song. Music is so beautiful.

MAGNUS: (Dreamy) Yes. I love music too. That part of the chimps is one of 
my favourite parts in the book. 

LUNILA: And what did you like the most about the story, Kapek?

KAPEK: What I liked the most was the ending, when the mammals return 
to the country of Nadir and people get used to them again. However, 
I haven’t understood the proverb that they invented… What was it?

MAGNUS: ‘If elephants are real / and dolphins too / anything you dream / 
can come true’. Repeat it with me children!

 (They all repeat the proverb)

KAPEK: Well, as I was saying, I don’t understand anything. Just because 
elephants exist, it doesn’t mean that there are flying donkeys.

LUNILA: Don’t be square, man… I mean, robot. What it means is that after 
the surprise of seeing how mammals were real, there was nothing 
too surprising for the people of Nadir. They had learned to use their 
imagination and accept that things are not always the way we think 
they are!

MAGNUS: Kapek, it’s as if someone installed in you a new programme, 
and you knew things that you didn’t know before. That’s more or 
less what happened to the people of Nadir with mammals.

PINCH: Well, what I liked the most in the tale was the ending too. When 
Jane said goodbye to the king and went back to her parents and told 
them that she wanted to go to explore the Amazonic rainforest…

MAGNUS: Pinch! The tale finishes when mammals return to the country 
of Nadir. That part of the rainforest is something you have invented.

PINCH: And so what? That’s the good thing about tales, that we can always 
imagine what happens after they finish. Let’s see, can anyone think 
of anything that could have happened to Jane afterwards.

 (The children say their ideas)

PINCH: Ah, very good. What a good idea! And yours too… How beautiful! 
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We’ve got to write them all down, so we don’t forget them. And I am 
going to write a summary of the story too, so I don’t forget it again. 
Let’s see… Let’s see… Here it is. I’ve written it in verse, because that 
way it’s easier to remember. Do you want me to read it to you? Do 
you?

 (Clearing his throat, he reads)

In the country of Nadir
there were no cows or pigs
and mammals were not
even in people’s memories

A fairy cast a spell
to protect their lives
and put them in a castle
with no exit for them to find 

When they saw these animals
in pictures in their books
many people thought they were
monsters because of their looks

But Jane instead wasn’t afraid.
She wanted to prove one day
and show everyone in the country
that elephants were really there

When she heard that in the castle
there were terrible monsters
she put her clothes and things
in a suitcase full of wonders

And went to ask the king
for his kind permission
to spend four nights,
one in each floor of the mansion
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That way she wanted to eliminate
the bad luck that terrified people,
and seeing the monsters herself
would not stop her being peaceful

There were three other warriors
who also wanted to go,
but they didn’t want to learn,
they just wanted to boast

On the first night, when he saw
the lovely cows and sheep
one of them went away
while he covered his ears

On the second night they saw
a chimp and a panther.
Another one of them escaped
afraid of its strong character.

On the third night it was
the big elephant’s turn.
And the third warrior
didn’t want to carry on.

Jane was the only one left
and went to explore the garden
She spent the fourth night
with the dolphins as a warden

She found out that the goldfish
was in fact a fairy
who, thanks to her visit
stopped being angry
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The fairy broke the spell,
and the mammals could return
to the country of Nadir
where since then they would remain
Animals and people
In perfect harmony
while Jane with the prince
smiled very happily.
THE END!

 (The rest of the Biblionauts applaud)

MAGNUS: Very good, Pinch.

KAPEK: Very good.

LUNILA: Very good! And now that you have summarised the story so well, 
I think that we can say the sentence that we always say at the end of 
our journeys. Do you want to say it with us? It’s very easy: ‘And they 
lived happily ever after’. Now, you say it:

THE CHILDREN: And they lived happily ever after!

THE BIBLIONAUTS: Goodbye!!!!
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Kapek’s vocabulary

Bow: a weapon for shooting arrows.

Cowshed: a place where cows live.

Fur: the hair on some mammals.

Herd: a group of sheep or cows.

Kingdom: a country with a king or queen.

Law: a rule one must follow in a country.

Lungs: respiratory organs of mammals and other terrestrial animals.

Mice: the plural of mouse.

Pigpen: a place where pigs live.

Sheepfold: a place where sheep live.

Spear: a long weapon with a pointed end.

Tusk: a long tooth in the elephant.

Warrior: a person who fi ghts in war.

Weapon: an instrument used in war. 

Pond: a natural pool of water.

Spell: a magical formula.


